Chromosome studies of patients with Alzheimer disease.
Ten patients with either the familial or sporadic form of Alzheimer disease (AD) were studied cytogenetically to confirm reports of aneuploidy and "long acentric fragments" associated with the disease. Findings in leukocytes of patients were compared with those in eight unaffected relatives and seven persons of similar age. Observations from encoded slides involving 3,800 conventionally stained and 1,396 G-banded metaphases (one patient) showed no significant increase in aneuploidy. The frequency of cells with hypermodal counts, a reliable measure of aneuploidy, was 4.2% and 1.1%, respectively, in women and men with familial AD and 4.0% and 2.3%, respectively, in women and men with the sporadic form of the illness. Similar frequencies of hypermodal cells occurred in female (2.6%) and in male (2.0%) control subjects. In contrast to the lack of aneuploidy, a small but significant number of false "long acentric fragments" was found in cells of women with AD (P less than .05). These aberrations are thought to represent premature centromere division (PCD) in intact chromosomes, primarily supernumerary Xs. Often in multiple copies, PCD occurred in 2.8% of their cells and in 0.6% of cells from control women. PCD occurred in 3.6% of cells of women with the familial form and in 1.7% of cells of women with the sporadic type of dementia. Among unaffected relatives PCD increased with age. The rarity of PCD in G-banded metaphases from an affected female (3/1,396) suggests that metaphase spreading techniques also may affect observable frequency. Thus PCDs occur more frequently in, but are not unique to, AD and may represent an epiphenomenon of aging, a process also characterized by the occurrence of neurofibrillary tangles and senile plaques in the cerebral cortex.